Jupiter Inlet Building Disposal

Project ID L022

Year Constructed or Established: 1996

Recreational Opportunities: Boating, fishing, water play, walking, nature appreciation, cultural and historical education and interpretation

Annual Visitation: 112,000

District or Unit Name: Southeastern States District

DESTRUCTION PROJECT

Purpose and Need: This project disposes of old concrete buildings that pose a maintenance and safety concern and are not serving the BLM mission. Disposal of approximately 20,000 square feet of buildings will reduce the financial burden. Once the buildings are removed, the area will be restored to natural vegetation that will enhance visitors’ experiences and enjoyment at Jupiter Lighthouse.

GAOA Funding, Fiscal Year 2021:
$315,000

Total Economic Benefits from BLM Demolition Projects, Fiscal Year 2021:

12 jobs supported
$1.3 million in economic contributions

Estimated Deferred Maintenance Reduction:
$621,000
**Jupiter Inlet Shore Stabilization**

**Project ID L023**

**FLORIDA**

**District or Unit Name:** Southeastern States District

**Year Constructed or Established:** 1996

**Recreational Opportunities:** Boating, fishing, water play, walking, nature appreciation, cultural and historical education and interpretation

**Annual Visitation:** 112,000

**BUILDING AND STRUCTURES PROJECT**

**Purpose and Need:** The Jupiter Inlet shoreline is collapsing and trees are falling into the water, creating boating hazards. This project will repair and stabilize the shoreline to protect the foundations of the lighthouse and adjacent buildings and prevent continued shoreline erosion from undermining the building foundations.

**GAOA Funding, Fiscal Year 2021:**

$700,000

**Cost**

Through project efficiencies and other cost-saving measures, the funding received is anticipated to address a larger amount of deferred maintenance backlog

**Estimated Deferred Maintenance Reduction:**

$4,762,000

**Total Economic Benefits from BLM Building and Structures Projects, Fiscal Year 2021:**

353 jobs supported

$37.7 million in economic contributions